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Café Culture
We can credit Europeans for perfecting café culture, 
where it’s not unusual for patrons to settle in for 
long afternoons enjoying a cappuccino or glass of 
wine. Indeed, guests are encouraged to not simply 
grab and go but to linger in small, intimate spaces 
that often act as creative hubs.

Now those concepts are gaining steam all over 
the world. Brooklyn, New York’s Freehold, for 
example—“a hotel lobby without the hotel rooms,” 
says Anthony R. Milano, principal of New York-
based Crown Architecture and Consulting—is not 
a place “where you can just corral people through a 
maze of F&B stations and back out the door.” The 
work-play concept familiar in co-working spaces 
comes alive with a color palette inspired by Wes 
Anderson films, indirect lighting, and raw concrete.

In Montréal, Café Pista, a former coffee shop on 
wheels finds a permanent residence with a design 
by locally based Les Ateliers Guyon. The brick-
and-mortar iteration nods to its past with a bar 
that resembles the food truck’s container but also 
is simple and elegant with a touch of funkiness in 
light fixtures and accessories. “We wanted to offer 
an urban design inspired by the new Montréal food 
truck vibe but with a refined approach,” says firm 
founder Félix Guyon.

In addition, the two-story Daily Roast in 
Bangkok by local firm Whitespace contrasts a wood-
clad interior with white and tan tiling, acting as a 
haunt for on-the-go office workers and urbanites 
wanting to hang out; Tokyo’s Bake Kitasenju is a 
factory-like shop that displays its baked goods over 
an acrylic, rainbow-colored counter by industrial 
designer Yota Kakuda; and Bonanza Roastery Café, 
part of Berlin’s expanding coffee scene, is a light, 
airy space by Dutch interior and furniture design 
firm Modiste where wood and metal mix. Ph
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The rainbow-colored Bake Kitasenju in Tokyo

The light and airy Bonanza 
Roastery Café in Berlin

Daily Roast in Bangkok spans two floors

The seating area at Café Pista in Montréal 
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